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Introduction
• Briefly outline IEA GHGs activities and
membership
• International Research Network Activities
• Focus on the results of our networks on
geological storage
•
•
•
•

Monitoring
Risk Assessment
Well bore integrity
Environmental Impacts
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IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme
•
•

A collaborative research programme founded in 1991
Aim: Provide members with definitive information on the role that
technology can play in reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

•

Producing information that is:





Objective, trustworthy, independent
Policy relevant but NOT policy prescriptive
Reviewed by external Expert Reviewers
Subject to review of policy implications by Members

•

Activities: Studies (>100); R&D networks :- Wells, Risk, Monitoring,
Oxy, Capture, Biofixation; Communications (GHGT9, IJGGC, etc);
facilitating and focussing R&D and demonstration activities
• Funding approx 2 million €/year (2.6 million $/year).
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Current IEA GHG Activities
• Focussing on 3 main areas:
• Production of technical information on technical status
and developments in GHG mitigation technology
• Principally looking at CCS
• How do mitigation options compare?

• Confidence building
• Can CCS be done safely and legally?
• What needs to be done to introduce CCS and be confident it will
be successful?

• Information dissemination
• Getting informed messages out to decision makers in government
and industry
• Messages based on “evidence based” research
• Focus on what we have learnt from existing activities
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Technology Information
Implementation Support

Technical Assessments

 Improved solvent
scrubbing processes for
CO2 capture
 Capture of CO2 from
medium scale installations
 Improved Oxygen
production processes
 Collection of CO2 from
distributed sources
Regulatory Support
 CO2 Capture in the cement
 Risk assessment and regulatory
industry
needs
 Co-production of
 Environmental impact
hydrogen and electricity
assessment for CCS
 Remediation of leakage
 Capture-ready power plant
from geological storage
 Monitoring Selection Tool
 Fuel Cells for CHP
www.ieagreen.org.uk CO2 Pipeline transmission
costs
 Methodology for CCS projects
under CDM
 Guidelines for CCS site
characterisation
 CCS Project Financing
 Regional capacity for CO2
storage in India

Practical R&D Activities
Systems Studies/Capture

Storage Projects

 DYNAMIS
 International Test Centre

 SACS/CO2STORE
 CO2REMOVE

Technical Reviews





WEYBURN
RECOPOL
Otway Basin Pilot Project
USDOE Regional Partnerships
Programme
 US EPA Vulnerability
Assessment Tool
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 CO2SINK
 RECOPOL/MOVECBM
 WEYBURN

International Research Networks

Aim of networks are to: foster international co-operation, share data and learn
from actual experiences and develop evidence based information on technology
status and future research needs
Networks contributing to international knowledge on “what we have learnt “
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Monitoring Network
• The main aims of the network are:
• To facilitate the exchange of ideas and experiences between experts
in the monitoring of CO2 storage projects,
• To promote the improved design and implementation of monitoring
programmes

• The objectives can be summarised as follows:
• To assess new monitoring technologies and techniques
• Determine the limitations, accuracy and applicability of monitoring
techniques;
• Disseminate information from research and pilot storage projects
around the world;
• Help develop monitoring guidelines
• Engage with relevant regulatory bodies
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Monitoring Network
• What have we learnt?
• Wide range of monitoring techniques available
• Monitoring programmes are not generic
• They depend on factors such as cost, formation
characteristics, terrain etc.,

• Monitoring costs form a minor part of the total
costs of a CCS project.

• Engaged regulatory bodies
• Developed Monitoring Selection Tool
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Selection tool

• Tool Welcome Screen
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Selection tool

• Select monitoring criteria and aims, and run tool.
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Selection tool

• Results display recommended monitoring tools with colour
coding for ease of use, and each method is clickable to explain
tool operation and capabilities
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Selection tool

• Full technical description of each tool available with benefits and
limitations listed.
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Risk Assessment Network
• Overall aim:
• To bring together the key groups working on RA for CO2 storage
from around the world to share knowledge and experiences

• Specific objectives include:
• Develop an open and transparent process to allow different risk assessment
approaches and associated results to be understood;
• Provide a forum where different approaches to risk assessment can be
compared;
• Provide an ‘umbrella group’ for international collaboration;
• Identify knowledge gaps and determine actions required to close these gaps;
• Act as an informed body on risk assessment and to maintain dialogue with
regulators and NGO’s
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What have we learnt/achieved?
• Risk assessment (problem oriented) part of greater risk
management framework,
• Emphasis on solutions, ahead of problems
• Site characterisation must be step-by-step process,
• Initial pre-screening allows concentration on likely sites,

• Use of natural analogues can build confidence,
• Assist in understanding leaks and trapping mechanisms,

• EIA can provide framework for assessing long term
impacts,
• Cannot do a full probabilistic risk assessment on
geological storage yet
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What have we learnt/achieved?
• Initiated dialogue with regulatory bodies through study
carried out by Monitor Scientific in 2007
• Determined the ability of existing and planned legislation in
various countries to authorise CCS projects,

• Highlighted work for future:
• Risk assessment is not a new tool, but its application to CCS is
new, and requires development before confidence is attained,
• Estimation of fluxes to surface and related impacts
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Well Bore Integrity
• Overall aim:
• Determine the impact of CO2 interactions with wellbore materials on
the long term security of storage,
• Bring together experts working within CCS and CO2 rich geological
environments.

• Specific objectives include:
• Develop the current level of understanding of wellbore / CO2
interactions,
• Collect, develop and assess field experience and compare with
laboratory studies,
• Recommend field monitoring methods and remediation strategies,
• Provide guidance on the development of policies and regulations for
wellbore performance in CCS.
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What have we learnt/achieved?
• There exists a range of wellbore integrity issues
associated with CCS:
• Saline aquifers may require purpose built injection / monitoring
wells drilled in accordance with best practice,
• Relatively few existing wells in aquifers may minimise the
potential leakage pathways.
• Abandoned wells in oil and gas fields pose a larger threat – for
example in Texas, USA, there are over 1 million abandoned
wells.

• Three conditions required for leakage:
• Source (injected CO2), driving force (head differential /
buoyancy), and leakage pathway (suspect / poorly completed
wellbore.
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What have we learnt/achieved?
• Improper completion / abandonment can cause big
issues for deployment of CCS.
• Legislation impact:
• Historical legislation designed to control drilling and extraction
processes,
• New wells drilled under stricter legislation, with reference to
CCS or other injection process (acid gas etc.), therefore greater
confidence linked to these wells.

• CO2 resistant cements can greatly reduce the risks…
but they are more expensive.
• Further development may reduce these costs.
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Environmental Impacts Meeting
• IEA GHG and BGS holding a workshop:
• ‘Defining R&D Needs to Assess Environmental Impacts
of Potential Leaks from CO2 Storage’
• To be held 15th – 17th September 2008,
• Relatively small group of researchers and regulatory
representatives,
• Dealing with both terrestrial and marine environments,
• Agenda and more info:
• http://www.co2captureandstorage.info/techworkshops/EIAMtg2.htm
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Moving Forward
• Joint Network meeting held after 3 years of
operation
• Aim was to foster co-operation between
networks
• Share experiences
• Help refocus network activities for next three
years
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Next Steps
• Individual Networks to continue with meetings,
• Network meetings will include more reference to
and input from the other networks,
• Facility to pose questions to other network
groups,
• Continual feedback between groups,
• Further Joint Network Meetings to be held every
3 years to revisit interactions and determine
plan for following 3 years.
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www.co2captureandstorage.info
• Support Tools

•Databases

 Monitoring Selection Tool

 CCS R,D&D Database

 Transmission Calculator

 CO2 Emissions
 Risk Scenarios

•Host Site

 Best Practise

 Network Meetings
 Technical meeting reports
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Information Dissemination
International Journal on
Greenhouse Gas
Control

GHGT-9
16th – 19th
November 2009
Washington D.C.
http://mit.edu/ghgt9
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Flow of Evidence Based Information

Practical R&D
Projects

ExCo Membership
and Meetings

IEA GHG
Networks
Newsletter, Technical
Studies and Glossy Reports
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Risk Assessment
Task Force

Regulators Network

Thank You!
Networks open to all
A lot of research in Brazil in these areas
Benefits in Co-operation
E-mail: johng@ieaghg.org
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